Supporting Safety Leadership in Alberta Mines

Spare Person Event
•
Develop a Scenario that tests the skills of the Spare Person. In most cases but not always the spare
person is a newer member of the team. The 2019 event had the rescuers properly Don a Scott SCBA pack,
Tie knots, build rope systems and finally do a medical scenario. The spare person event should focus on
skills that a new rescue team member should know.
•
Develop your scoresheet using AMSA’s format. Build your scoresheet weighing the points out for
the important tasks that you want to see completed.
•
Identify Personnel required to complete the scenario, this should include judges, patients, reset,
scoresheet checker and runners. Judges should be knowledgeable in what is required of them to judge.
Patients should know exactly what their injuries are and how to act every time in the same way. Reset
workers should reset the event the exact same way every time. Scoresheet checker should always ensure
the scoresheet is filled in completely and signed by the judges. Runners ensure that the scoresheets get to
the right place to be calculated.
•
Develop an event equipment check list. Identify how many tables and chairs you need, if you need
anchors brought in or to be put in place. If you need trucks or heavy equipment. Ensure you have enough
space to run your event.
•
Develop a scenario equipment list. Identify what medical equipment you need, identify what kind
of rescue gear you need to supply, how many ropes, screw links, carabiners, and appliances. Etc.
•
Spectator Description sheet should lay out a brief summary of the event and the tasks that the
Spare Person will be required to do. This will be placed at the event to give spectators and idea of the skills
to be tested.
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